Chromatic discrimination thresholds were measured with and without surrounds along two cardinal axes of chromaticity space. On one axis the level of short-wavelength-sensitive (SWS)-cone excitation was varied for constant long-wavelength-sensitive (LWS)-cone and medium-wavelength-sensitive (MWS)-cone excitations, and on the other axis there were equal and opposite changes in LWS-cone and MWS-cone excitations for constant levels of SWS-cone excitation. Results for two of three observers showed that with a dark surround, discrimination mediated by SWS cones was regulated by the level of SWS-cone excitation of the starting chromaticity, showing a function with the form of a threshold-versus-radiance function. For an equiluminant white or yellow surround, the discrimination for all three observers showed a minimum at the level of SWScone excitation of the surround, giving a V-shaped function for the white surround. An additional experiment with dimmer white surrounds indicated that while the minimum remained at the white point, the function gradually changed toward the shape with a dark surround. Discrimination thresholds mediated by LWS and MWS cones with a dark surround showed a minimum near the LWS-cone excitation of equal-energy white, giving a V-shaped function. The effect of yellow and white surrounds was to deepen the V The data can be described by a model of chromatic discrimination incorporating a threshold term, a cone gain control, and an opponent gain control into two equations, one for SWS-cone discrimination and one for LWS-cone and MWScone discrimination.
INTRODUCTION
The measurement of chromaticity discrimination for arbitrary chromaticities in the CIE color triangle was pioneered by Wright' and by MacAdam. 2 MacAdam's data presented in the form of ellipses became the standard descriptor of chromaticity discrimination. Le Grand 3 analyzed the color-discrimination ellipses of MacAdam 2 and found that discriminations dependent on shortwavelength-sensitive (SWS)-cone excitation were determined by the initial level of SWS-cone excitation and that thresholds dependent on the level of lng-wavelengthsensitive (LWS)-cone and medium-wavelength-sensitive (MWS)-cone excitation were lowest when the ratio of the level of LWS-cone to MWS-cone excitation was 2:1. This work was largely ignored until Boynton and Kambe 4 reexpressed MacAdam's work using the MacLeod-Boynton 5 cone-excitation equations. Their experimental data supported Le Grand's conclusions.
Boynton and Kambe 4 defined the quantities for cone trolands. 6 These definitions allowed them to express chromatic discrimination in a threshold-versus-retinalilluminance format. For discriminations mediated by SWS cones measured along lines of constant LWS-cone and MWS-cone excitation, they found that the discrimination step AS increased as a function of S trolands, following a typical threshold-versus-radiance (TVR) template. For discriminations mediated by LWS and MWS cones, measured along lines of constant SWS-cone excitation, they found that the discrimination step AL was minimal at a chromatic balance point near an L-cone-troland value for equal-energy white. Discrimination steps were larger as L-cone trolands increased (redder appearing colors) or decreased (greener appearing colors). Analysis of three earlier discrimination studies 2 ' 7 ' 8 by Nagy et al. 9 showed a similar general picture. A similar finding was recently reported by Yeh.' 0 Methodological differences resulted in considerable variation in the sizes of the discrimination steps among these studies. 4 9 " 0 However, when we characterized the data by Boynton and Kambe's chromatic discrimination equations, the ratio of Weber fractions for SWS-cone to LWS-cone and MWS-cone discriminations was approximately constant, at 9:1 in all five studies.
The various studies differed in the use of a surround condition. A surround may serve the purpose of maintaining adaptation to its chromaticity. "11' 4 In the absence of a surround, some self-adaptation to the chromaticity of the discrimination fields might be expected. MacAdam 2 and Wyszecki and Fielder 8 used a surround set at half the luminance of the test field. Brown and MacAdam, 7 Boynton and Kambe, 4 and Yeh 0 used no surround. A recent study by Krauskopf and Gegenfurtner 5 reported chromatic discriminations on cardinal axes for various states of controlled adaptation. For an equiluminant white surround, chromaticity discrimination showed a V shape for both SWS-cone and LWS-and MWS-cone discriminations with the minima at the calculated SWS-cone and LWS-cone chromaticities of the white surround. Thus, although the literature suggests that SWS-cone discrimination may be modified by surrounds, studies comparing the effect of surrounds for the same observers and methods are not available. The purpose of the present study was to compare the effect of surrounds on chromaticity discriminations made on SWS-cone and on LWSand MWS-cone-excitation axes. White, yellow, and dark surrounds were used to explore adaptation effects on chromatic discrimination; the data are fitted by equations expressing chromaticity discrimination as a function of luminance level and chromaticity.
CONE EXCITATION SPACE AND CONE TROLAND UNITS
In the MacLeod-Boynton' chromaticity diagram, the abscissa represents the equal and opposite change in LWS- 
m/(l + m) = -0.15514x/y' + 0.45684 + 0.03286z/y', (2) s/(l + m) = 0.01608z/y',
where 1, m, and s are the Smith-Pokorny 7 cone fundamentals; x', y', and z' are the Judd chromaticity coordinates 6 as modified by Vos,' 5 and zy' is scaled so that s/(l + m) = 1 at 400 nm. The MacLeod-Boynton diagram then shows s/(l + m) plotted versus 1/(1 + m).
Boynton and Kambe's 4 definition of cone trolands6 involved weighting cone excitations by the total retinal illuminance, I, and a renormalization of the unit for S-cone trolands:
where 1, m, and s are defined in Eqs. (1)- (3) and I is the retinal illuminance in trolands. The factor 62.19 is the reciprocal of the coefficient in Eq. (3), 0.01608. This means that for the Judd observer 1 Td of equal-energy white will give 1 S Td. We used the Vos modification 8 whose white point is at (0.334,0.336) rather than (0.333, 0.333). As a result, a computed Vos S troland will be 98% compared with the Boynton definition. We corrected for this minor discrepancy in values quoted below. For the Vos system the normalization rescales s to cross ( + m) at 498 nm. The total retinal illuminance in trolands is equal to the sum of L trolands and M trolands. Thus, when the chromaticity of a stimulus is varied along a constant SWS-cone-excitation line while the retinal illuminance is kept constant, the variation is an equal and opposite change in L-cone and M-cone trolands.
METHODS

Apparatus and Calibration
The stimuli were generated by a Pixar II image processor under computer control and were presented on a Sony color monitor. The monitor was viewed by a natural pupil at a distance of 2.16 m. The phosphor output was measured as a function of wavelength at the maximum light level for each phosphor with the use of an International Light model IL1700 spectroradiometer/photometer. Radiance was measured (4.2 nm half-bandwidth) at wavelength intervals of 0.83 nm and then converted to 1-nm intervals by interpolation. Chromaticity coordinates in the Judd 6 system were calculated by using the Vos' 5 transformation equations. 
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of three rectangles arranged in a horizontal row within the central one third of the monitor screen. Each rectangle subtended a 40' (width) X 60' (height) visual angle, and the rectangles were separated by a 32' gap. The Judd chromaticity coordinates of the rectangles were identical at the beginning of each trial. The luminance of the three rectangles was kept at 12 cd/m 2 throughout the experiment. This luminance corresponded to 110 effective Td. 9 Filled circles in the Judd chromaticity diagram of Fig. 1 show the 20 target colors for which chromatic discriminations were measured in this study. The dotted lines show the gamut of colors on the color monitor at 12 cd/m 2 . The arrows show the four directions of color variation for each target color. Two directions are along lines where only the level of SWS-cone excitation was changed; dotteddashed lines are T lines, termed T1-T4 in ascending order of L-cone trolands. The direction that excited SWS cones more is denoted S+, and the direction that excited SWS cones less is denoted S-. The other two directions are along R/G lines where there were equal and opposite changes in LWS-and MWS-cone excitations; dashed lines are R/G lines, termed R/G1-R/G6 in ascending order of SWS-cone excitation. The direction of increasing L-cone trolands is denoted L+ and the opposite direction L-. Since each target color used in the experiment lay on the intersection of a T line and an R/G line, it was specified by mentioning the two lines. For example, the target color (T4, R/G3) denoted the color from which the four arrows originated.
In experiment 1 the monitor screen subtended 9.2 by 7.20 and provided a dark surround, an equiluminant white surround, or an equiluminant yellow surround. The Judd chromaticity coordinates of the white surround were (0.338,0.335), and those of the yellow surround were (0.410,0.484); these chromaticities lie on line T3. In experiment 2, white surrounds with luminance of 0.25 or 0.5 log unit less than that of the original white surround were used, corresponding to 6.75 and 3.79 cd/M 2 , respectively. Twelve chromaticities on lines T1 and T2 were investigated. Chromatic-discrimination thresholds were measured in the S+ and the S-directions.
Procedure
Our initial goal was to develop a procedure as similar as possible to that of Boynton and Kambe. 4 However, we made two modifications. First, instead of using a bipartite field in which two fields are abutted, we wanted to have a surround around each stimulus in order to create the same adaptation effect for all the stimuli. Second, it was difficult for observers to judge the direction of chromaticity change, and we decided to use a two-alternative response. These restrictions led us to the following procedure.
The experiment was automated. The observer first dark adapted for 2 min. The three rectangular stimuli were presented on each trial. At the beginning of a trial all three rectangles contained the identical color, one of the target colors. The center and one flanking rectangleremained the same throughout the trial. The other flanking rectangle, chosen randomly from either left or right, contained the test color. After a random interval of 3-11 s to prevent anticipatory response, the test color began to change gradually in one of the four directions. The rate of change was determined by a preliminary experiment so that it took approximately 5-20 s before the observer noticed the chromaticity difference; this scaling was done independently for the two axes. The observer reported when he or she saw the color difference between the test and the two standard (target) colors by pushing the left button to indicate that the left flanking rectangle was the test color or the right button to indicate that the right flanking rectangle was the test color. The button push terminated the trial. After a 5-s delay, during which period the entire screen appeared like the surround, the next trial was initiated.
If the observer pushed a left or a right button before the test had started to change, the display momentarily flashed neutral and the trial restarted. When the observer responded after the test color had begun to change, the chromaticity of the test color at the moment of response was recorded by the computer. Accuracy information was also recorded, and incorrect responses were discarded. For every target color and direction there was a terminal color defined as the extreme of the chromaticity gamut available on the monitor screen. By performing a preliminary experiment, we found that the thresholds of directions S-and L-for some target colors were not obtainable, because the chromaticity coordinates of the color did not reach the observer's threshold even at the edge of the gamut. The target colors and directions whose discrimination thresholds could not be measured were target colors (Ti, R/G1), (T2, R/G1), (T3, R/G1), and (T4,R/G1) for direction S-and target colors (Ti,R/G1), (Ti, R/G2), and (Ti, R/G3) for direction L-. With exclusion of these stimuli, we expected the observer to see a chromaticity difference before the test reached the terminal color; but if no response was made, the terminal color was recorded as no threshold.
In experiment 1 we defined four target color groups. First, the 20 target colors shown in Fig. 1 were divided into five regions. Second, one color was chosen randomly from each region to make a target color group. In this way, we made four target color groups, each containing five target colors. One target color group was used in one experimental session. In each session there were five target colors and four directions, giving 20 conditions that were randomly interspersed. Three measurements were made for each condition, giving a total of 60 trials per session. The actual number of trials per session varied from 51 to 60, however, because of the seven combinations of color and direction that were discarded in the preliminary experiment. First, four sessions with one of the four target color groups with the same surround were conducted in a random order; then the next four sessions were conducted with another surround; and so on, giving a total of 12 sessions. In experiment 2, three measurements were made for the 12 target colors (lines T1 and T2) and for the two directions, S+ and S-, making 72 trials in a session for each surround luminance. In both experiments 1 and 2, two sessions were run for each condition. The discrimination steps were determined by calculating the mean of the two medians for each target color and for each direction. The median was used because it is independent of data distribution and provides an estimate of central tendency.
Observers
The three observers (MB, male, 20; EM, female, 27; and SN, male, 20) were all normal trichromats as assessed with the Ishihara pseudoisochromatic plate tests and the Neitz OT anomaloscope. On the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue test, the error scores were 12 for MB, 8 for EM, and 28 for SN.
RESULTS
In this study S-troland and L-troland values are used to describe the data, because they are closely related to physical illuminance as well as to the level of cone excitation. The chromaticity difference step AS in trolands along the SWS-cone-excitation axis was defined as follows:
where Starget is the S trolands of the target color (starting chromaticity) and Sresponse is the S trolands at the time of the observer's response. Similarly, the chromaticitydifference step along the R/G axis (AL) was defined as follows: where Ltarget is the L trolands of the target color (starting chromaticity) and Lresponse is the L trolands at the time of the observer's response. Natural viewing was used in this study so that the observer was able to see the screen of the color monitor freely. It was impossible to fixate a point strictly because it caused a local adaptation, and the rectangle that the observer fixated always looked different from the other two. Thus the stimulus configuration forced the observer to look back and forth at the three rectangles during the experiment. Because we were concerned about a possible correlation between the random time delay and the threshold, we partitioned the data of the three observers by delay. We did not find evidence for a correlation, and therefore we considered that the use of a variable random delay did not influence the threshold data systematically.
In oxporiment 1 (1314 trials) the error rate was 1.52% for MB, 0.46% for EM, and 3.04% for SN, and the percentage of trials for which no response was obtained was 0.23% for MB, 0.00% for EM, and 0.08% for SN. Hence the preliminary experiment successfully eliminated extremely difficult discrimination conditions. In all, missing data values affected few of the calculated medians. Figure 2 shows the mean thresholds (mean of two medians) for the 20 target colors with an equiluminant white surround plotted in a cone-troland space. Initial statistical analysis (F-tests) showed that variance of the six threshold settings for S+ and for S-were homogeneous, and the subsequent t-tests showed that there was no significant difference among those thresholds. The same result was obtained for the thresholds for L+ and for L-. The data for each pair of directions were thus combined. Further statistical analysis determined that the SWScone-discrimination thresholds were not dependent on the level of LWS-cone and MWS-cone excitation in the test stimuli. Similarly, thresholds dependent on LWS-cone and MWS-cone excitations were not affected by the level of SWS-cone excitation in the test stimuli. Therefore discrimination thresholds were combined across different levels of SWS-cone or LWS-cone excitations. For SWScone excitation the mean thresholds on lines T1 and T2 were combined. For example, thresholds at target colors (T1, R/Gi) and (T2, R/Gl) were combined to represent the threshold at 1.612 log S Td of SWS-cone excitation, which corresponds to the S-troland value along the red-green axis R/G1. The mean threshold was calculated from the median setting per session for both directions and for the two lines (i.e., eight medians per point except at R/G1, for which only four medians were available). Six means were obtained this way because there were six levels of SWScone excitation on the T1 and T2 lines. For thresholds dependent on LWS-cone and MWS-cone excitations, the mean thresholds on lines R/G1, R/G2, and R/G3 were combined. For example, thresholds at target colors (T1, R/Gl), (Ti, R/G2), and (T1, R/G3) were combined to represent the threshold at 1.828 log L Td of LWS-cone excitation, which corresponds to the L-troland value along the tritan axis T1. The mean threshold was calculated from the median setting per session for both directions and for the three lines (i.e., twelve medians per point except at T1, for which only six medians were available). Four means were obtained this way because there were four levels of LWS-cone excitation on these three R/G lines.
Chromatic Discrimination Dependent on SWS-Cone Excitation
In Fig. 3 the mean-chromaticity-difference steps (AS) are plotted against the level of SWS-cone excitation for the three observers. Open arrows indicate the level of SWScone excitation by the yellow surround and filled arrows the level of SWS-cone excitation by the white surround. Discrimination thresholds with the dark surround increased with increasing SWS-cone excitation and were well approximated by a TVR function for observers MB and SN but not for observer EM. With an equiluminant white surround, all three observers showed a V function with a minimum at the SWS-cone chromaticity of the white surround. With a yellow surround we found a steep, rising monotonic function over the measured range. This range did not include the S cone trolando of the yellow surround. Compared with the dark surround data, thresholds with the yellow surround were lower at low SWS-cone excitation levels and higher at high SWS-cone excitation levels. At higher levels of SWS-cone excitation, There was a weak tendency for dimmer surrounds to give flatter functions. The dark-surround data for MB and SN are consistent with the results of Boynton and Kambe, 4 who also used a dark surround. Boynton and Kambe characterized the AS function by the following equation:
where AS is the chromatic-discrimination threshold along the tritan axis in S trolands, S is the S-troland value of the target color, C 0 is the limiting Weber fraction, k is a dimensionless constant that varies among observers, and Bo is the intrinsic noisiness of the SWS-cone system that is similar to an eigenblau constant and was fixed at 44.5. We can rewrite Eq. the yellow surround raised thresholds more than did the two other surrounds. Figure 4 shows the chromatic discrimination thresholds dependent on SWS-cone excitation with dimmer white Figure 4 shows that the minima of the tritan thresholds tend to stay at the level of SWS-cone excitation set by the chromaticity of the white surround, not by its S trolands. (10) where Sthr (given by CokBo) is the absolute SWS-cone threshold and SR (given by 1/kBo) is the reciprocal S-cone trolands at which threshold is raised twofold. We fitted Eq. (10) to the data with no surround; and, as expected, data for observers MB and SN are well described by Eq. (10), while those for EM are not.
Equation (10) also does not characterize the data obtained with the surrounds. For these data an equation incorporating an opponent-process term is needed. Further, Yeh' 0 noted that S-cone discriminations are affected by the overall luminance level. The effect can be modeled as a scaling of S-cone output by a luminance signal before any S-cones gain control. We incorporate this as follows 2 0 :
where Sthr is as above, the term we had to set SA at 0 S Td for observers MB and SN and at 110 S Td for observer EM. In initial fits we allowed three parameters per surround condition (six data points for each of five data sets) but noted that only Sopp showed consistent variation. Equation (11) allows Sthr and k to interact inversely, and more data would be needed at a different luminance level to characterize them fully. We therefore constrained these parameters so that k was fixed across data sets (one parameter). Sthr was allowed to vary across surround chromaticity (three parameters). Sopp was allowed to vary across all data sets (five parameters). The five data sets were combined, and a total of nine free parameters were used to find an optimal solution, with a least-squares criterion. The fits are shown as lines in Figs. 3 and 4 , and Table 2 shows the fitting parameters. The rms of the residual was lower in magnitude than the average standard errors of the observers. put. In the opponent term, SA represents the adapting chromaticity, and SP is a gain control operating on the opponent output signal. Our rationale in developing this equation was to attempt to formulate discrimination in terms of early receptor signals, gain controls, and spectral opponency. Equation (11) states that four factors determine SWScone-mediated thresholds: the absolute SWS-cone threshold (which acts as a vertical scaling factor); the luminance gain control (which scales the TVR function on a 450 line); the adapting chromaticity, SA; and an opponent gaincontrol term, Sopp. The opponent term scales the thresholds by the difference of the test and the adapting chromaticities. The amount of the opponent term is scaled by the opponent gain constant, Sopp. The choice of a value for SA was dictated by the data. The data suggested that the chromaticity of the surround at the test luminance determined the minimum. For equiluminant and dim white surrounds, we set SA equal to the S-cone trolands of the test at the adapting white chromaticity (110 S Td). In this form the equation reflects the gain of a blue-yellow opponent of the form Z-Y (see Judd 2 2 ). With a yellow surround the data minimum moves to a low S-cone-troland level. We set SA at the S-cone trolands of the yellow surround (24 S Td). The dark-surround condition proved puzzling. For two observers there appeared to be no opponency. If we set SA at zero, Eq. (11) reduces to a modified version of Eq. (10). Sopp acts as a simple S-cone gain control. The third observer showed opponency even with a dark surround, with a minimum at the S chromaticity for a white surround.
Equation (11) was fitted to the data. We set SA at 110 S Td for the white surrounds and at 24 S Td for the yellow surround. To obtain adequate fits for the dark surround, A survey of Table 2 shows that the value of Sthr was smallest for all three observers for the yellow surround, but the effect was only one tenth of a log unit. There was even less difference between Sthr for dark and white surrounds. The choice to fix k and permit limited variation in Sthr was arbitrary. Equivalent fits could have been obtained if we had fixed Sthr and permitted limited variation in k. Sopp did show variation as a function of surround. Higher values of Sopp were associated with the presence of a surround. Overall, the behavior of Eq. (11) is consistent with the following generalization: the major effect of the surround is to improve discriminability at the chromaticity of the surround, indicating activity of an opponent mechanism. Figure 5 shows the chromaticity discrimination thresholds along the red-green axis plotted as a function of the L-troland value on a logarithmic scale. The horizontal position of the arrows indicates the level of L-troland value by the yellow and the white surrounds. The results of this experiment showed that discrimination thresholds dependent on LWS-cone and MWS-cone excitations were at a minimum at the L-troland value of the yellow and the white surrounds for all three surround conditions. On either side of the minimum, thresholds increased, showing a V shape. This tendency was especially obvious with the white or the yellow surround, while thresholds with the dark surround were shallow. The fact that the minimum threshold was observed near equal-energy white with no surround is consistent with Le Grand's 3 analysis of MacAdam's 2 data, the results of Boynton and Kambe, 4 the Nagy et al. 9 analysis of color ellipses, and the data of Yeh.' 
Chromatic Discrimination Dependent on LWS-Cone and MWS-Cone Excitation
where L, M, and S are in cone trolands, C, is the limiting Weber fraction for chromaticity discrimination, and C 2 determines the slope of the V-shaped function. In our study LWS-cone and MWS-cone discriminations were not affected by SWS-cone excitation level.
We rewrote the equation 20 2 ' to have a form similar to that of Eq. (11): (13) Equation (13) states that four factors determine LWS-conemediated thresholds: the absolute LWS-cone threshold (which acts as a vertical scaling factor); a receptor-cone gain control, LR (which scales the TVR function on the horizontal axis); the adapting chromaticity, LA; and an opponent term, Lopp. The receptor gain control depends on luminance level and is wavelength independent. The implication is that there is little independent cone adaptation in chromaticity discrimination in our experiment. The opponent term (IL -LAI) 3 .008, where LA is the L-cone trolands at the adapting chromaticity, is equivalent to IL -MI, where M has been scaled to cross L at the adapting chromaticity. The opponent term scales the thresholds by their difference from the adapting chromaticity, and its strength is regulated by an opponent gain term, Lopp. The advantage of this equation over that of Boynton and Kambe 4 is that it is in a conventional format for receptor and opponent gain models. Equation (13) , like that for S-cone discriminations, is such that Lthr and LR interact inversely. Further, the white and the yellow surrounds share the same L-cone troland value (73.43 L Td) and would be expected to act identically. To reduce the number of parameters, we fixed LR across data sets (one parameter) and let Lthr and Lopp vary between the dark and the two surround conditions (two parameters each). We combined the three data sets and used a total of five free parameters to find an optimal solution, using a least-squares criterion. The fits are shown as lines in Fig. 5 , and Table 3 shows the fitting parameters. The rms of the residual was lower in magnitude than the average standard errors of the observers. Again our decision to fix LR was arbitrary, and equivalent fits could have been obtained by fixing Lthr and varying LR. The presence of a surround decreased Lthr and increased the opponent gain term, Lopp. The size of the effect is larger than that for S-cone discriminations. The scale of the receptor-gain and opponent-gain terms is almost tenfold larger for the LWS and MWS discriminations. This finding reflects the fact that a similar change in threshold (about half a log unit) was distributed over a 1-log change in S and over a 0.1-log unit change in L.
DISCUSSION Chromatic Discrimination in the SWS-Cone Pathway
The use of the surrounds revealed opponency in the SWScone pathway in all three observers. With a dark surround, only one observer (EM) showed signs of opponency. The analysis by Nagy et al. 9 of the MacAdam 2 and the Wyszecki and Fielder 8 data suggested that with a surround that was half the luminance of the test, the data were still described by a SWS-cone TVR function. Our study revealed that all three observers showed signs of opponency with a dim surround. It is clear that observers may differ considerably in the amount of opponency that occurs with dark or dim surrounds. Our data are not consistent with a view of S-cone discrimination mediated only in the S-cone pathway. All observers showed opponency with white and with yellow surrounds. One observer showed opponency with a dark surround. The data are also not consistent with a simple model of an S-Y opponent. The equiluminant white and yellow surrounds share the same Y value, but the minimum of the discrimination function was at the S-cone trolands of these surrounds (i.e., an S-SA opponent). The dim white surrounds vary in S-cone trolands and luminance, but the minimum of the discrimination functions remained at white. We therefore needed ad hoc adjustment of the SA parameter to fit the data. The implication is that Eq. (11) needs further development.
Chromatic Discrimination in the LWS-Cone Pathway
In comparison with discrimination in the SWS-cone pathway, opponency is an obvious feature of LWS-cone discriminations, even in the absence of a surround. Similar to discrimination in the SWS-cone pathway, the surrounds served to increase the opponency. With a dark surround, the minimum occurs near a surround chromaticity of white. The white and the yellow surrounds shared the same 1/(1 + m)-cone chromaticity, and the minimum did not move. Equation (13) does not incorporate adaptation to the starting chromaticity. In the equiluminant plane, the overall level of chromatic discriminations appears to be determined by the luminance level, 2 with the minimum at the adapting chromaticity (see also Ref. 15 ).
Boynton and Kambe 4 showed that AL increased as the level of SWS-cone excitation increased, although the effect was pronounced only above 300 S Td. Nagy et al. 9 and the present study reported that the level of SWS-cone excitation had little or no effect on chromatic discrimination dependent on LWS-cone and MWS-cone excitations, even above 300 Td, although our study used levels only to 460 S Td. A difference of retinal illuminance is not likely to explain the discrepancy of these data, because the various studies were performed at similar illuminance. One possible explanation for the discrepancy is the difference in experimental methods. Boynton and Kambe 4 used a relatively difficult task in which the observers not only had to report the change in color but also had to name the direction of chromaticity change.
Comparison with Literature Data
Previous studies of SWS-cone-mediated and LWS-and MWS-cone-mediated discriminations have yielded large differences in thresholds. The variation stresses the importance not only of the use of surrounds but also of the psychophysical methodology. The dark surround data from our study are most consistent with those of Yeh,' 0 who also used no surround and a temporal forced-choice methodology that was expected to give higher thresholds than standard-deviation methods (see Refs. 2, 7, and 8) but lower thresholds than the color-identification method of Boynton and Kambe. 4 Despite the variation in threshold, the ratio of C 0 to C, was quite constant across these earlier studies and reinforced the conclusion of Boynton and Kambe 4 that the limiting Weber fraction for SWS-cone discriminations is about 9 times higher than that for LWScone and MWS-cone discriminations. In our study, however, this was not the case. We calculated limiting Weber fractions from Eqs. (9) and (12) for our dark-surround data and found a ratio of about 5: 1. Possibly our use of a display in which judgments were made among three nonabutting rectangles decreased the advantage usually seen for LWS-cone and MWS-cone discriminations measured with the use of a bipartite field 2 3 and a dark surround.
